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Introduction
by Tyler Dunning

Not whitebark pine nuts: as if  corn from a cone; hominy-like, kernels, dry and a seed to the earth. No, not nuts.

	 Not	fleshy	roots	or	florid	berries:	bulbous—acrid	and	vascular—with	sinews	distending	down,	leaves	

sprouting	up;	and	the	fruit—blue,	red,	black,	or	bursting	from	branches	in	service	of 	the	seasons.	No,	not	

roots or berries.

 Not carrion: winter-killed fauna thawing to a new spring’s resurrection; a hunter’s gut pile, the bounty 

of  blood, liver, and bowels. No, not death. Not yet.

 But porridge, the land’s bounty, of  our tales and of  our taking: too hot, too cold, just right. She steals 

more. Yes, porridge. And eats it all.

	 Not	a	den:	twisting	deep—labyrinthine—dark	and	hollow,	damp	yet	hallow;	sacred	ground	where	you	

come to hide. Not here. No, not a den.

 Not a haunt: the ages at work, the dear architects of  time, crafting unconditional grace; windfall 

without debt. Haunted, yes, but no, not a haunt.

	 And	not	a	hearth:	built	for	fire,	used	for	peace;	representative	of 	the	heart	and	home,	a	throne	for	

family—this	one	too	big,	this	one	too	small—a	throne	for	bear	gods	to	reign,	their	sons	and	daughters.	No,	

not a hearth.

	 But	a	bed—frond	and	bough,	down	and	wool—to	sleep	and	dream,	lay	children	to	rest.	A	bed	and	

only a bed: this one, just right. So she sleeps and dreams, a child at rest, to rouse and run, alone in the woods, 

across river and stream, from a house not her home. She has taken without knowing, invaded without caring. 

She is our innocents.

 And so it goes, snowpacks melting us out of  hibernation, an unwelcomed awakening; and so it goes, 

until we eat our own young.
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A	bright	morning	in	Yellowstone’s	Lamar	Valley,	June	1998—foothills	billowing	from	the	valley	floor,	peppered	

with herds of  elk, speckled with sagebrush, clumps of  aspen, and stands of  pine, sloping more steeply upwards 

to become mountainsides, and, shimmering in the morning light, the distant snowy crowns of  the Absaroka 

Range. I hear bird song, the low voices of  bystanders.  

 Bison graze in the meadow, Soda Butte Creek bending through it. Then, on the opposite bank, I see 

a wolf. He climbs down the embankment, swims across the creek, and without breaking stride, heads in my 

general direction. At forty yards away, I peer through the spotting scope. At that precise moment, he turns his 

head,	his	gaze	fixed	on	me.		

	 There,	in	Yellowstone,	I	see	it,	the	fierce	green	fire	flashing	in	those	wolf 	eyes.

	 This	is	the	same	fire	Aldo	Leopold	had	seen	in	the	eyes	of 	a	dying	wolf 	he’d	shot	so	many	years	ago	

when he was young and thought fewer wolves meant more deer, unaware that the mountain may disagree with 

him,	that	more	deer	mean	dying	vegetation.	This	is	the	same	fire	that	many	years	later	prompted	Leopold	to	

write	“Thinking	Like	a	Mountain”	and	repent	of 	his	foolish	ways.	

 The wolf  looks away and meanders through sagebrush, up the mountainside toward his den. I cannot 

help thinking like a mountain, feeling the earth shift beneath my feet.   

Now,	eighteen	years	later,	seated	in	a	coffee	shop	in	Bozeman,	working	on	my	laptop,	I	reflect	once	more	on	

that	moment	of 	encounter,	the	fire	in	those	wolf 	eyes.	The	wolf 	excites	in	me	a	fierce	passion	for	wildness,	the	

kind	that	makes	me	fighting	mad.	Living	in	Montana,	in	the	epicenter	of 	wolf 	politics,	I	have	over	the	years	

advocated for wolves, writing letters to the editor, speaking out at public meetings, while denouncing the fear-

based attitude of  Westerners who do not want the wolves here.

 Yet I’ve now grown weary of  the whole business, of  taking sides, which gets us nowhere. So I’ve 

taken a kind of  Sabbath, by listening to the mountain instead of  the clamor of  the on-going wolf  controversy, 

the politicians, the environmentalists, or the angry voices inside me, because only the mountain can tell us 

where our hearts are, where our animal bodies and our souls reside. We can argue, legislate, and litigate all 

we want, only to end up drawing the same lines in the sand. No amount of  contention, including my own 

angry denunciations of  anti-wolf  people, will reveal the truth. As the wolf  moves with wild beauty and grace, 

tirelessly, over miles of  open ground, we humans, even in trying to preserve wildness, are bumblers, proverbial 

bulls in a china closet, bumping into one another, breaking what is fragile. Even so noble and visionary a piece 



of 	legislation	such	as	the	Endangered	Species	Act	becomes	a	crude	instrument	for	ensuring	that	the	fleeting	

grace	of 	the	wolf 	finds	home.	In	our	efforts	to	preserve	what	is	wild	by	these	means,	and	to	protect	wildlife,	

we turn against ourselves, posturing, bullying, and making a grand spectacle of  ourselves because we fear the 

changes	we	will	have	to	go	through	to	really	live	with	wildness.	We	would	rather	fight	one	another,	because	if 	

we	stop	fighting,	then,	trapped	in	the	cage	of 	paradox,	we	are	confronted	with	the	beating	of 	our	wild	hearts,	

the	soundless	cry	of 	our	anguished	souls,	trapped,	exiled,	imprisoned,	crying	out	for	our	ancestral	home.

	 The	Truth,	if 	it	comes	at	all,	arrives	unbidden	and	in	the	unexpected	hour.	It	comes	when	you	are	in	

Yellowstone	glancing	into	wolf 	eyes,	or	at	other	times	when	you	find	yourself 	alone,	perhaps	walking	on	a	long	

sandy beach by the sea in the light of  early morning, or standing on a high mountaintop, or gazing upwards 

into	a	starry	night	sky	while	seated	beside	the	glowing	embers	of 	a	a	dying	campfire.	When	the	Truth	comes,	

it	lingers	but	a	moment	and	in	the	next	instant	is	gone,	leaving	us	not	with	answers	but	with	more	questions.	

 Can we live in the midst of  wildness or do we continue to place it within designated boundaries, off  

limits to digging, building, and resource-using humans? Is the preservation of  wildness more than a political 

process, or doing battle on the editorial pages? Is it not also a spiritual process? Or, just as crucially, a physical 

process?	Can	we	come	back	to	our	communities	from	our	wilderness	areas	so	altered	by	the	experience	that	

we change the way we live? Having reintroduced wolves to their former wild home, are we at all ready to begin 

the human reintroduction effort? Is that not the real	unfinished	work?		

		 I	will	not	attempt	an	answer	to	any	of 	these	questions.	Instead,	I	will	simply	recommend	that	you	take	a	

hike, following the way of  the wolf, crossing open ground in the wilderness, scenting the air, the pungent smell 

of 	sagebrush,	the	earthy	aromas	of 	soils,	the	dusky	grasses,	warily	passing	a	herd	of 	bison	fifty	yards	away,	

absorbing all that grand country, following a creek through aspen and conifer stands, past open meadows, 

your senses keen and alert for grizzlies, climbing a switchbacking trail up a steep mountainside through woods 

until	you	crest	a	high	ridge	above	tree	line	and	stare	out	across	the	distances	over	the	sage	brush	flats,	valleys,	

forests,	and	basins	below,	to	the	next	range	of 	high	mountains,	thinking	no	thoughts	whatsoever,	banishing	all	

superstition and science, all philosophy and folklore, all politics and religion, and simply enter into a completely 

open, receptive, pre-linguistic state of  consciousness. Spread your arms wide. Raise them above your head and 

sweep	them	downward.	Breathe.	Deeply.	Exhale.	Here.	Now.

	 And	just	what	is	the	point	of 	this	exercise?	There	is	no	point.	I’m	not	saying	you	will	find	the	Truth,	

but you will not lose it either.
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One	of 	the	main	narratives	of 	our	time	is	of 	how	we,	as	humans,	are	unraveling	the	ecological	fibers	of 	our	

planet. These stories need to be told, as do the stories of  how we can stop our own unravelings by letting the 

hands of  nature start reweaving. It is here that we may move out of  our paralyzed states of  apathy and into 

the	window	of 	hope	and	possibility.	After	leaving	home	twelve	years	ago,	I	have	returned	to	Montana.	Trailing	

behind me are the stories of  ecological unraveling and reweaving. Each call out in my mind. Both need voice. 

Both need telling.

Unraveling I
a memory

A	thin,	oily	sheen	floats	downstream,	painting	a	shimmering	line	across	the	surface	of 	the	muddy	water.	Our	

guide has just stabbed the clayey streambed with a stick, and from the hole a slime of  oil oozes up into the 

water. This single gesture reveals how contaminated this creek is with petroleum. Stepping closer to the creek’s 

edge, I slide my own stick into the bank, releasing another glistening plume of  oil. Our pokes and prods 

make the unseen visible. Oil never fully leaves the ecosystem once it’s contaminated a river or landscape. The 

glistening sheen suggests the largely invisible, but increasingly insidious, truth about oil in this region: the water 

has been poisoned.

 For nearly two weeks, I’ve been traveling with my professor, Chuck Bergman, friend and fellow 

classmate,	Kate	Fontana,	and	our	guide,	José	Aguinda,	through	indigenous	communities	along	the	Rio	Aquarico	

and	colonist	communities	in	the	Lago	Agrio,	Shushufindi,	and	Coca	regions	of 	Ecuador’s	Amazon	Basin.	Our	

student-faculty	research	team	has	been	collecting	the	human	stories	of 	those	impacted	by	the	toxic	legacy	left	

by	the	U.S.	corporation	Texaco,	which	drilled	from	1972	to	1992.	Texaco’s	history	in	the	region	includes	thirty	

times	more	crude	spilled	than	that	of 	the	Exxon	Valdez	disaster,	and	over	one	thousand	unlined	toxic	pools	

of  drilling waste and oil that continue to contaminate the land and waterways of  one of  the most biologically 

rich regions of  our planet. With each new place visited and interview conducted, we gain a stronger sense of  

what the people and land have endured as a result of  poorly practiced oil development.

 While I watch the ribbon of  oil drift away from me, I think about when I poked another stick into the 

earth just two days earlier. We were walking around Judith Aramarca’s small property and listening to how oil 

development had impacted her family’s life. Judith was telling us that when she and her husband moved there 

two years ago, they had no idea that an abandoned waste pit, covered only by a layer of  dirt, was located in 
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front of  their house. Among clumps of  dry grass, a black tar-like substance leaked out of  the ground in small 

sticky patches. I had taken a stick and poked it into the ground to reveal more of  the black waste. We asked 

Judith	where	her	family	got	their	water	and	she	pointed	to	a	well	not	fifty	yards	from	where	we	stood.	I	glanced	

at Judith’s three-year-old daughter, leaning shyly against her mother’s leg, and wondered what each sip of  water 

might mean for her future health.  

 Days before we had been in San Pablo, the location of  one of  the region’s few health clinics, and met 

with	Rosa	Moreno,	a	head	nurse.	A	small,	warm,	yet	reserved	woman,	Moreno	has	dedicated	much	of 	her	

professional life to revealing the public health problems oil development has brought to the people of  her 

community.	In	the	early	1990s,	after	seeing	an	alarming	increase	in	cancer	and	skin,	muscle,	and	respiratory	

problems,	Rosa	began	working	with	Dr.	Miguel	San	Sabastian,	an	epidemiologist,	to	formally	document	health	

consequences	arising	from	oil	development	in	this	region.	High	levels	of 	heavy	metals	were	found	in	the	blood	

of 	all	the	people	they	tested.	When	they	tested	the	water,	they	found	heavy	metal	levels	300–400	times	higher	

than what is permissible to drink.

	 All	week	we	had	been	hearing	the	same	stories	from	colonists	living	near	Ecuador’s	oil	fields:	family	

members and friends that had died of  cancer; broken promises regarding new schools and infrastructure in 

exchange	for	a	new	oil	well	or	pipeline;	and	a	common	anger	over	a	situation	many	viewed	as	devoid	of 	hope.	

We	asked	each	person	we	talked	to	the	same	question:	¿Se sienten ustedes esperanza en cuanto al futuro con los petróleo? 

¿Se sienten preocupaciones en cuanto al futuro con los petróleo? (What are your hopes and fears in regards to a future 

with petroleum?) No hay esperanza (There is no hope). This reply was almost always the same.

	 The	U.S.	consumes	1/4	of 	the	world’s	oil	yet	makes	up	only	5%	of 	the	global	population.	The	words	

of  one man, spoken to us in English, still ring in my ears: We live the way we live because you live the way you live.

 

Unraveling II
a memory

I pop the neoprene spray skirt off  the borrowed sea kayak, then creak my arms and legs open, standing upright. 

The	head	of 	Jackolof 	Bay	is	shrouded	in	a	misty	rain.	Low	clouds	ebb	and	flow	much	like	the	ocean	water	

of  the bay, but instead of  revealing an intertidal world, they allow glimpses of  densely forested mountains, 

cutting skywards out of  icy fjords. I have never spent a summer working and living in any other place that feels 

so perpetually and tangibly alive. I am living in a remote lodge in Tutka Bay, Alaska, working seasonally as a 
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massage therapist and yoga instructor, occasionally stepping into the role of  gardener. After only four months, 

the most northern portion of  Alaska’s temperate rainforest has captured my heart. Although I’m spending 

my day off  paddling solo, I’ve felt anything but alone. Seagulls form white scarves dancing above the water’s 

surface,	catching	under	their	wings	the	sweet	damp	air	that	smells	of 	salt	water	and	the	earthy	exhalations	of 	

trees. An hour ago, a humpback whale arched its back out of  the water letting out an audible breath and then 

flipped	its	tail	before	diving	deep	again.	Eagles	sit	as	sentinels	upon	the	tops	of 	tall	ancient	Sitka	spruce	trees,	

enjoying	bellies	full	of 	baitfish	and	salmon.	Sea	otters	float	upon	their	backs	in	a	body	position	that	 looks	

casual, yet their eyes shine with curiosity and attention.

	 Despite	a	kayak	journey’s	fluid	nature,	there	is	no	other	activity	that	leaves	me	feeling	as	grounded,	

present,	and	alive.	As	I	frequently	spend	my	days	off 	in	this	manner,	I’ve	paddled	into	Jackolof 	Bay	before,	but	

never got out of  my kayak at the head to walk around. The tide is low, giving me a good distance of  beach to 

walk across as I make my way to where Jackolof  Creek meets the sea. Once I near the mouth of  the creek, the 

strong	smell	of 	decaying	salmon	meets	my	nose.	It’s	September—salmon	spawning	season.	Thousands	upon	

thousands of  dead pink salmon pile up in the dry creek bed. Empty eyeball sockets stare back at me, picked 

clean by seagulls, ravens, and eagles. I walk slowly up the creek bed, coming across a few stagnant pools of  salt 

water. Salmon scatter to the pools’ furthest corners as I approach, their backs poking out of  shallow water. 

Most	years	this	creek	would	be	flowing	free,	yet	Alaska’s	snowfall	levels	for	the	winter	of 	2014–2015	were	

the lowest on record, and it’s snowpack that feeds this stream. Thousands of  salmon returning to their home 

waters were carried in on a high tide, and then left dry upon its retreat. An entire run of  pink salmon has failed 

to spawn, the females’ bellies still fat with eggs. I retreat, not wanting to cause any more needless stress.

 On my paddle out of  Jackolof  Bay, I can’t shake the image of  thousands of  salmon bodies stacked and 

drying. Two more years of  similar climate pattern changes will continue to result in failed runs. Soon Jackolof  

Creek may no longer be able to claim the salmon as its occupant. Salmon are the heartbeat of  coastal Alaska, 

feeding humans, animals, and birds, as well as the forest itself. The dropped carcasses of  salmon by bears 

and eagles offer up a gift of  fertilizer. The loss of  a salmon run, therefore, reverberates through the entire 

ecosystem, claiming with it the ecological health and productivity of  every other animal and plant that depends 

on the salmon.



Rethreading
a memory

Nearly	halfway	between	these	two	major	rainforests	is	a	memory	and	a	witnessing	that,	when	I	find	myself 	

despairing, I turn to for hope. It is the lullaby that puts me back to sleep: in the high elevation desert areas of  

Southern	Utah,	citizen	scientists,	alongside	botanists	and	ecologists,	are	witnessing	how	quickly	the	earth	and	

its	flora	come	back	to	life	and	health	when	given	the	chance.

 Initially, my move from coastal temperate rainforest to high elevation desert, and from an annual 

rainfall	of 	150	inches	to	12	inches,	had	me	in	landscape	shock.	Love	at	first	sight	was	not	how	I	would	describe	

my	experience	of 	moving	to	the	mountain	town	of 	Flagstaff,	AZ.	Rather,	it	was	a	slow	growing	love.	One	that	

intensified	with	days	spent	working	in	or	exploring	the	Colorado	Plateau’s	forests,	grasslands,	canyons,	and	

mountains.

	 For	most	 of 	 the	 summer,	 I	 have	 been	working	 as	 an	 intern	 for	 a	 regional	 non-profit,	 the	Grand	

Canyon Trust, helping coordinate their week-long citizen science volunteer trips. We are focusing on ungrazed 

areas, documenting what happens when plants, meadows, forests, sagebrush communities, and riparian areas 

are given the chance to heal. Our data is then compared to similar sites that are being grazed. The work is 

scientific.	The	witnessing	feels	holy.

 Within a stand of  aspen trees, I am knee deep in wispy heads of  bunch grasses, leafy shrubs, and 

elegant	wildflowers.	Ancient	aspens	reach	their	papery	white	trunks	skywards	and	cast	long	shadows,	offering	

a	 cool	 refuge	 from	 the	 summer	day’s	heat.	And	yet,	 it	 is	 the	 smaller	 aspen	 saplings	 that	 excite	our	 group	

of  volunteer citizen scientists the most. Throughout much of  the Southwest, overgrazing by deer and elk 

(who no longer have natural predators), as well as livestock, result in few aspen trees making it beyond their 

sapling	years.	Over	97%	of 	the	Fishlake,	Mani-La	Sal,	and	Dixi	National	Forests	are	actively	grazed	livestock	

allotments. An overgrazed landscape has become the norm in this part of  the country, with very few people 

understanding	what	an	ungrazed	landscape	might	look	like.	A	little	over	five	years	ago,	an	enclosure	was	placed	

around this aspen stand in an attempt to protect it from overgrazing, and to determine what happens when a 

portion of  the forest is given a chance to rest.

 I make my way to the edge of  the enclosure and peer beyond the fence wires. The contrast between 

inside	and	outside	 is	 stark.	Within	 the	fence	 is	a	world	of 	plant	diversity	and	health	quickly	gaining	reign;	

beyond the fence are patches of  stubby grasses, sagebrush, and the occasional small aspen sapling grazed 
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down to a few branches and leaves. Inside is what our forests could be; outside is what our forests are. The line 

between is where hope and possibility reside.

 Staring between the wires of  the fence, I think about the riparian spring we visited earlier in the day. I’d 

seen pictures of  it prior to enclosure, and it was essentially a trampled mudhole nearly void of  grass seedlings 

or	wildflowers.	Only	 six	 years	 later,	 it	 is	 a	 lush	 spring-seep	meadow	with	 grasses,	 sedges,	 and	wildflowers	

diverse and tall, providing homes for birds and small mammals.

	 Five	years.	Six	years.	In	ecological	time,	this	is	nearly	no	time	at	all.	And,	in	less	than	a	summer,	I	too	

contain within me new seeds of  hope for what is possible.

 We need these stories too. Perhaps desperately.

 

Reweaving
a hope

I was once asked what keeps me up at night. Sometimes it is fraying love. Sometimes it is a growing love. 

Sometimes	it	is	excitement	or	wonder.	Sometimes	it	is	self-doubt	over	what	I’m	doing	or	not	doing	with	my	

life. And sometimes it is the unraveling ecological integrity of  the places and world I love. How do we name 

and give voice to what is happening? How do we grieve? And how do we also live in that window of  hope?

	 Months	 later,	dry	eyeball	sockets	of 	salmon	continue	to	haunt	me.	The	oil	fields	of 	Ecuador	have	

followed me through my twenties and now, still, into my early thirties. As February temperatures climb towards 

60	degrees	in	Montana,	I	wonder	how	Alaska	is	faring.	At	the	rate	things	are	going,	the	salmon	will	still	die	

up north, and our patterns of  overconsumption will continue to lay heavily upon the backs of  other humans 

and the natural world. Yet, the memory of  staring down a fence line and seeing possibility and hope spring up 

alongside a rich diversity of  plants, shrubs, and trees is something I also can’t shake. I have no doubt there are 

thousands of  such stories.

 Because of  this, it is impossible for me to cast aside all seeds of  hope. There are too many other 

workings going on. Workings of  people reweaving different ways of  being and doing. Workings of  people 

stepping aside to let nature bring her hands back into this process, reweaving our narratives so that they 

contain	both	the	threads	of 	hope	and	the	threads	of 	despair,	woven	side-by-side,	capturing	the	textures,	colors,	

and full tapestry of  our time. It is this tapestry, despite memories surfacing in the dark hours of  my mind, 

which allows me to fall back asleep.
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Choosing with integrity means finding ways to speak up that honor your reality, the reality 

of  others, and your willingness to meet in the center of  that large field. It’s hard sometimes.

	—Terry	Tempest	Williams



During	my	sixth	summer	in	Alaska,	I	finally	dip	into	the	art	of 	salmon	fishing	under	the	guidance	of 	a	born-

and-raised	Southeast	Alaskan	fisherman.	I	perch	myself 	on	the	edge	of 	a	boat,	with	feet	firmly	planted	on	the	

deck.	I	learn	how	to	hook	a	strong	and	glimmering	specimen	and	reel	it	in—a	careful	balance	of 	run	and	reel,	

run	and	reel—and	then	how	to	whack	it	hard	and	fast	across	its	skull	with	a	wooden	club—all	the	while	its	

gills	flapping,	its	tail	slapping,	my	heart	racing—a	supposed	humane	sort	of 	death.	I	learn	how	to	clean	each	

fish,	pull	its	guts	out	of 	a	slit	in	its	belly,	watch	them	sink	into	the	dark	of 	the	ocean	below	a	wooden	dock,	to	

run	a	knife	along	the	interior	vein	until	it	bled	crimson,	and	then	to	wash	blood	from	flesh.	With	deft	strokes	

and	a	steady	hand,	I	cut	behind	the	head	with	a	fillet	knife,	sliding	the	blade	against	its	spine	down	to	its	tail,	

careful not to saw through bone.

 There is something intimate about a death designated for sustenance between one species and another. 

With	a	salmon	in	my	hands,	gills	just	past	fluttering,	arched	flesh	still	full	with	blood,	gratitude	cannot	but	

follow.	Here,	beauty,	pain,	and	a	glimpse	of 	the	sacred	all	commune.	Salmon	fishing	is	deeply	embedded	in	

the cultural history, and the way of  life, of  this community I have come to love. I am deeply cognizant of  the 

subtle play between sustaining one life with another, and valuing intrinsically, another. I place the salmon in the 

cooler at my feet, its silver body laid to rest with some of  its brothers and sisters. Thank you for your gift.

 

I can hardly remember how I made the decision to go to Alaska, or the days and weeks leading up to my arrival. 

Something	about	that	time	in	between	is	a	blur—a	blank	spot	in	my	memory—as	if 	I	somehow	existed	in	one	

space and one day woke up in another. I vaguely recall I graduated from college, packed up my things, and said 

goodbye to Tacoma, Washington, where I had been living for four years. While many people might take some 

time to research the place they were moving to, I’d done none of  this.

	 The	first	time	I	really	saw	the	place	that	would,	at	the	time	unbeknownst	to	me,	become	my	home	for	

the	next	six	years,	it	seemed	completely	foreign:	while	I	had	expected	Big	Alaska—images	that	call	to	mind	

the	majestic	vistas	and	winding	roads	around	Denali—I	found	myself 	living	on	an	island	in	a	narrow	strip	

of  land between the mountains and the water, with the forested mountainside of  the temperate rainforest 

towering directly over me, and the ocean only minutes away by foot. The sky was often grey and the buildings 

appeared	dilapidated,	covered	in	moss	or	streaked	with	grey,	and	the	canneries—industrial,	metal-sided,	dark—

dominated the middle portion of  town. Horizontal rain, at any time of  the year, was not uncommon, and 

wearing commercial-grade rain gear and rubber boots would be the surest move if  you hoped to blend in.
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	 I	never	expected	the	waterways	of 	Southeast	Alaska,	the	salty	sea	air,	jagged	coastline,	lush	green	of 	

the Tongass Rainforest, the subsistence lifestyle, and the identity politics of  a working community to become 

so much a part of  who I became, and so much a part of  my heart.

 Fresh from my cushy liberal arts education, Ketchikan felt nearly everything my undergraduate 

university	wasn’t:	wild,	rough,	gritty,	smelling	of 	sea	and	sweat	and	cigarettes.	It	was	a	fishing	town,	a	drinking	

town, a working	town.	I	was	astronomically	more	valuable	if 	I	knew	how	to	fillet	a	salmon	or	repair	frozen	pipes	

than if  I could discuss, at length, feminist theory, theology, or the politics of  the global economy. Here, the 

people were tied directly to their town, their community, the wild right outside their door. Their very livelihood 

was	in	the	land,	and	the	ocean	just	beyond	it,	and	with	this,	came	a	fierce	loyalty—a	defensiveness,	even—to	

the place they called home.

 

Deep	in	the	wild	places	of 	our	planet,	both	in	the	Rocky	Mountains	of 	my	growing	up,	and	in	the	island	chains	

of  Southeast Alaska that claimed me in my young twenties, the pulse of  our planet is strong. The connection 

between	ecology,	livelihood,	and	community	is	more	easily	explored,	perhaps,	with	nature	so	immediately	out	

the back door.

	 My	Montana	upbringing	was	intertwined	with	the	environmental	politics	of 	the	American	West.	My	

father wrote letters to the editor on a regular basis about any number of  environmentally oriented topics. 

Whether it was rallying against the devastating environmental impacts of  strip mining and clear cutting, or 

advocating for the preservation of  wild habitats or the safety of  our large wild carnivore populations, he was 

on the front lines of  many of  the hottest local environmental debates for most of  my growing-up. For a time, 

my	mother	and	father	also	both	worked	for	Bozeman’s	chapter	of 	The	Great	Bear	Foundation,	a	non-profit	

that	advocates	for,	and	educates	on,	the	bear	populations	of 	the	Rocky	Mountain	Region,	as	well	as	the	greater	

West.

	 While	 their	 environmentalism	 is	 quieter	 these	days,	 the	bookshelves	of 	my	parents’	 home	 are	 still	

packed	full	of 	evidence—they	boast	a	collection	of 	environmental	writers	from	Terry	Tempest	Williams	and	

Wendell	Berry	to	Edward	Abbey,	Wallace	Stegner,	Barbara	Kingsolver,	and	Anne	Lappe.	These	were	the	voices	

that reverberated through the backbone of  our family’s ethic. While in some arenas it would be considered a 

slur, we learned to wear the label environmentalist as a badge of  pride.

 And yet, so often it becomes easy, from the outside, to determine who has the answers. If  we simply 
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cut off  all resource-driven consumption, perhaps, we will stop, or at least slow, the apocalyptic Big Scaries: 

global warming, glacial recession, species extinction, air pollution. If  we can somehow push through that environmental 

regulation, that prohibitive piece of  legislation, or protest enough against that large corporate interest, we’ll 

be a true part of  progress as defenders of  this planet. In this space, it is easy to begin to think in Us and Them, 

the heroes and the villains. And yet, with this mentality, the sacred, wild places of  this world are becoming 

battlefields	rather	than	places	of 	sanctuary.	Here,	if 	we’re	not	careful,	we	find	ourselves	fighting	across	the	

drainage	ditch—deadlocked,	stuck	in	stasis—while,	below	us,	the	water	dries	up,	and	behind	us,	the	land	sours.

		 In	my	life	as	a	Montanan,	my	experience	with	the	 local	environment	was	primarily	explored	 in	my	

desire to escape,	to	find	myself 	in	a	space	removed	from	the	humdrum	of 	modern	life.	After	a	long	day	at	work,	

I would head straight for the trails and up the mountainside. I’d push my body, hard, to the nearest ridgeline, 

calves	screaming,	lungs	fiery	with	fresh	air	as	I	made	a	speedy	ascent.	Only	when	I	reached	the	narrow	apex	I	

might	sit,	perched,	on	a	rocky	slope	overlooking	a	wide	expanse	of 	valley;	only	then,	would	I	allow	myself 	to	

slow,	wait,	breathe,	feel	the	earth	beneath	my	seat,	the	sun	on	my	neck,	the	wind	at	my	back.	My	wild	spaces	

were my sanctuary, my sanity.

	 In	my	young	fantasies	of 	my	adult	life,	I	envisioned	myself 	tucked	away	in	some	corner	of 	the	Gallatin	

Valley,	surrounded	by	the	same	privileged	environment	I	grew	up	in,	watching	the	sun	rise	behind,	and	set	

upon,	my	beloved	Bridger	Mountains.	Bozeman	 is	by	all	 rights	a	beautiful	community:	 the	downtown	and	

surrounding neighborhoods are attractive, it boasts a state university, a burgeoning tech industry, and a host 

of  independently wealthy community members who’ve been drawn, like we all were, to the wild, open spaces 

and	jagged	peaks	of 	Montana.	While	ranchers	and	farmers	still	live	and	work	in	the	surrounding	area,	they	

are not the predominant population in this particular micro-region of  the state. And while hunting is actively 

practiced—elk,	deer,	antelope—it	does	not	hold	large-scale	economic	weight.

	 Living	in	a	place	of 	privilege	is	undeniably	pleasant;	the	wild	spaces	become	more	places	of 	repose	and	

play, rather than a means of  livelihood. The politics of  preservation, then, can carry a different tone. While the 

battles	rage	with	equal	heat,	perhaps,	in	some	ways,	less	is	at	stake.

  And yet, as a part of  a global environment, we are interconnected, with one another in community. One 

electron	spins	in	a	valley	cupped	by	the	Bridger	Mountains,	another	electron	spins	in	unison	across	thousands	

of  miles in the heart of  the Tongass Rainforest. The places we call home create a sense of  belonging, speak 

to	the	deepest	parts	of 	ourselves—become	some	of 	who	we	are.	In	Montana,	I	learned	to	love	the	beauty	of 	

wild places; in Southeast Alaska, I learned to live sustained by them.
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Ketchikan,	or	The	First	City—so-called	as	it’s	the	first	Alaskan	city	to	which	you’ll	arrive	in	if 	you	head	up	

from	the	south—certainly	qualifies	as	remote.	For	point	of 	reference,	Seattle,	Washington	is	680	miles	south	

and	the	next	major	Alaskan	city,	Juneau,	is	nearly	300	miles	north.	Ketchikan	is	situated	in	the	Inside	Passage,	

tucked	onto	one	of 	many	mountainous	islands	chaining	near	the	Canadian	coast,	the	1,062	square	mile	island	

of  Revillagigedo.

 Revillagigedo is deep in the heart of  the Tongass Rainforest, which, although temperate, is the second 

largest	rainforest	in	the	world	next	to	the	Amazon.	Ketchikan	itself 	occupies	only	5.9	square	miles	of 	that	

island,	with	 its	 longest	 road,	 the	Tongass	Highway,	being	 just	30	miles	 from	 the	north	 to	 south	end.	The	

downtown—home	 to	 the	 famous	 historic	 Creek	 Street	 and	 a	 host	 of 	 local	 shops	 and	 galleries—sits	 just	

between Thomas Basin, a marina just inside the Tongass Narrows, and the geologic monument of  Deer 

Mountain,	which	towers	3,002	feet	above	the	sea-level	community.

 To enter into the island’s wild spaces is no more than a ten minute stroll from any location downtown. 

Step	into	the	forest:	decaying,	moss-covered	logs	of 	fallen	trees—nurseries	for	the	playful	ferns	(which	furl	

and unfurl with the rising and setting of  the sun), delicate angel wing mushrooms (creamy white half  moons 

dappled throughout the soft moss of  the logs), orangey yellow witches butter, and white under-bellied artist 

conch—criss-cross	 the	 forest	floor.	Gentle	creeping	dogwood,	with	 its	 shy	white	flowers	blooming	 in	 late	

spring, peek out between the fallen logs. Sitka spruce, Western hemlock, and red cedar tower, forming a thick, 

green canopy overhead. In the marshy dips between fallen logs, skunk cabbage opens in broad leaves and 

houses a distinctly feminine shape. Devil’s club, perhaps, with its spiny stalks and wicked, serrated leaves, feels 

like	the	one	intruder;	and	yet,	it	hides	an	unexpected	gift	beneath:	its	roots	have	significant	healing	properties.	

Past	the	forest,	keep	heading	up	towards	one	of 	the	ridgelines:	breathtaking	360	degree	panoramic	views	show	

off 	chained	islands	in	all	directions,	rounded	and	sensuous,	stretching	across	this	wild	expanse	of 	the	Pacific	

Ocean as far as the eye can see.

	 Flying	in	from	Seattle	feels	like	a	small	hop,	with	only	a	one-and-a-half-hour	flight,	but	if 	you	choose	

to	travel	by	ferry—a		two-and-a-half-day	journey	from	Bellingham,	Washington	to	Ketchikan—the	sense	of 	

remoteness	quickly	grows.	Step	out	on	the	deck	of 	the	MV Columbia, Malaspina, or the Taku and look out over 

the	rails:	the	wide	expanse	of 	ocean	is	broken	up	with	forested,	rocky	coastlines	of 	mainland	Canada	or	the	

multitude of  islands along the way, but is mostly bereft of  man-made structures. Seagulls and eagles glide on 

the air currents above; if  you’re lucky, humpbacks and orcas and porpoises follow the wake.
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 Perhaps it’s the nature of  being on a remote island, and with a population of  only eight thousand 

people—some	say	fifteen	thousand	if 	you	count	the	people	dappled	throughout	the	surrounding	area—that	

also fosters the deep sense of  community, or a kind of  communal loyalty, a sense of  somehow being in it together. 

With	 thousands	of 	miles	of 	 land	and	sea	 to	any	significant	metropolitan	area,	we	have	 to	depend	on	one	

another;	we	have	no	other	option.	So	perhaps	this	knowledge—the	need	for	each	other—cannot	but	color	the	

conversation when issues of  environmental protection, preservation, and livelihood come to the forefront. 

Here, we hold space for our differences. We may have different politics, but I’ll still wave to you in the grocery store and 

ask after your family. Ketchikan, it seems, knows community: what it means be connected to your neighbor, your 

environment, and your livelihood.

  

Ketchikan	boasts	a	large	sign	over	Dock	Street,	right	next	to	the	water:	Salmon Capital of  the World, it reads. 

Next	to	employment	through	tourism	and	the	local	hospital,	this	town	is	fueled	by	the	seiners	and	long-liners	

and gillnetters and trollers.

	 In	1959,	just	after	Alaska	achieved	statehood,	the	new	legislature	established	Alaska	Fish	and	Game,	

and	Alaskans	began	to	regulate	their	own	fisheries,	setting	limits	on	not	only	the	amount	of 	fish	caught,	but	also	

the permitted locations, gear, and methods of  catching. These measures were a direct response to a devastating 

decline	in	fish	populations	as	a	result	of 	overfishing,	often	from	outsiders	to	the	state.	Just	over	a	decade	later,	

in	1971,	the	hatchery	program	was	started,	and	soon	over	thirty	hatcheries,	both	state	and	privately	owned,	

popped	 up	 all	 over	Alaska.	 In	 1972,	Alaskans	 further	 voted	 to	 limit	 the	 number	 of 	 commercial	 fisheries	

permitted	statewide,	and,	in	1989,	finfish	farming	was	banned	by	the	State	of 	Alaska,	with	strong	support	from	

local Alaskans and the politicians who represented them. While these same measures also help maintain the 

pristine aesthetic of  Alaska’s beautiful waters and rugged beaches, it would be naïve to deny that protection 

and preservation are directly tied to industry.

	 Farming	fish	is	not	much	different	than	factory	farming	animals	on	shore.	The	list	of 	detriments	to	

the ocean environment, the food chain, and human health is long. The waste and chemicals released into the 

ocean alone would be enough to set off  alarms; included in that are pesticides, hormones, and antibiotics used 

to	control	the	high	rates	of 	disease	and	parasites	in	farmed	species,	which	can	significantly	alter	the	ecology	

of 	the	waters.	Caged	fish	also	often	escape,	and	if 	they	breed	with	wild	species,	they	can	significantly	weaken	

the	salmon	genome,	overriding	important	genetic	traits.	Top	this	off 	with	the	“practical	numbers”	talk—the	
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amount	of 	fish	required	to	feed	the	carnivorous	salmon	far	outweighs	the	number	of 	farm	salmon	produced	

for	human	consumption—and	the	industry	is	at	a	deficit.	You’d	be	hard	pressed	to	find	an	Alaskan	who’ll	

disagree:	farming	fish	is	not	the	Alaskan	way.	Go	to	any	Southeast	Alaskan	community	and	you’re	sure	to	find	

any version of  this sentiment scrawled across bumper stickers, t-shirts, book bags, pins, coffee cups, tattooed 

on the skin of  the locals: Friends don’t let friends eat farmed fish. Support Alaska’s Wild Fisheries. Fish are not for farming! 

Eat Alaska Wild Salmon.

	 Fishery	regulation	was	no	historical	hiccup	of 	coincidence:	working	Alaskan	fishermen	and	women	

watch	the	ebb	and	flow	of 	the	salmon	populations	every	year,	and	are	intimately	connected,	whether	in	the	

observed	reality	of 	 their	daily	physical	work,	or	by	 their	 subsequent	 thin	or	 thick	pocketbooks.	 If 	 salmon	

populations decline, so does their ability to support themselves and their families. While what is deemed best 

practice	for	fisheries	managements	is	always	under	some	scrutiny	and	debate,	due	to	the	measures	taken	by	the	

very	people	working	the	oceans,	to	this	day,	Alaska’s	fishery	remains	one	of 	the	only	healthy	fisheries	in	the	

world.

 

While living in Ketchikan, I was also involved with a geoduck diver for nearly a year-and-a-half, off  and on. 

For those unfamiliar, geoducks (panopea generosa)	 are	giant	marine	bivalves—burrowing	clams	with	a	 shape	

distinctly, unmistakably phallic. Harvesting geoducks as a diver is one of  the most dangerous occupations in 

Alaska—put	it	up	there	with	the	Bering	Sea	crabbing	or	working	on	the	pipelines	of 	the	North	Slope.	For	this	

reason,	and	for	their	reputation	as	an	aphrodisiac,	geoducks	are	considered	a	delicacy—especially	in	China,	

Japan,	and	Korea—and	sell	for	somewhere	around	$150	per	pound.	Geoducks	are	also	excellent	determinants	

of 	water	quality	as	they	are	filter-feeders;	accordingly,	while	they	siphon	in	food,	they	can	retain	high	levels	of 	

toxins	if 	present	in	their	environment.

 I spent a handful of  late nights learning to clean them, skin them, cut them, cook them, can them. 

Properly	preparing	geoducks	is	important	for	safe	consumption—my	assigned	duty	was	the	task	of 	peeling	

the skin off  the neck (siphon) and the body (mantle), after he had removed the shell, gills, and stomach, all of  

which are not safe to eat. (Once prepped and cleaned, geoducks make a remarkably delicious chowder, and 

is	also	good—although	perhaps	an	acquired	taste—dipped	in	a	little	soy	sauce	and	wasabi.)	We	labored	late	

into	the	night,	awake	until	nearly	3	AM,	when	every	last	geoduck	was	cleaned	and	properly	preserved.	Fresh	

seafood,	you	see,	does	not	wait	for	its	harvester	to	be	ready.	Being	ready	is	a	requirement.
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 We’re not sustainable, one of  the other divers says one evening over beers. Who knows what will happen when 

the contaminated water makes its way to us from Fukushima.	Each	week	of 	the	season,	the	fishery	is	required	to	test	

the	geoducks	for	toxins;	if 	levels	are	too	high,	the	divers	don’t	dive.	Just	like	the	salmon	fishermen,	the	divers’	

livelihood	is	dependent	on	the	health	of 	the	ocean;	they	are	all	too	cognizant	of 	the	flux	of 	the	environment,	

and what this might mean for their future.

 

And yet, determining the future of  our ecological spaces is not always up to us as individuals, or even communities. 

The	benefit	or	detriment	of 	this	reality	is	most	likely	evident	on	a	case-by-case	basis.	One	evening	this	past	

March,	my	sister	and	I	spent	nearly	an	hour	in	heated	debate	over	the	role	of 	state	government	versus	national	

government	in	the	regulation	of 	wild	spaces.	Out	of 	my	mouth	I	hear	the	strongly	independent—Libertarian,	

even—Alaskan	voice	creeping	in,	the	one	that	wants	to	say,	We can take care of  ourselves. I’ve claimed that state 

governments should hold the most weight when it comes to environmental regulations, citing Alaska’s various 

fisheries	as	evidence.

 But what about the Clean Air and Water Acts? she points out. Do you honestly believe each state would self-regulate 

without a mandate from the government?

 The idealist in me wants to say, Yes, of  course, how couldn’t they? But then the cynic in me trips up on words 

like corporate interests, big money, culture of  consumption.	The	Clean	Water	Act	ensures	that	no	pollutants	in	excess	

of  its standards are discharged from either vessels in the water, or points of  industry from the shore. By law, it 

monetarily	incentivizes	citizens,	with	minimum	individual	fines	of 	$2,500	for	a	first	offense	and	up	$50,000	per	

day for a second offense. While I might tend towards idealistic, I can’t ignore the truth that sometimes money 

speaks. I don’t know, sis. Maybe? I say.

         Well, the problem, anyway, she continues, is not when locals use local resources to support themselves. The problem 

is when we try to use our local resources to support a global community. Alaska Feeding the World? I don’t think so. On this 

point,	we	both	readily	agree:	unchecked	consumption	of 	any	resource	is	not	sustainable,	and	requires	finding	

some	kind	of 	equilibrium	to	maintain	a	healthy	environment	for	continued	support	of 	human	life.

	 What	that	equilibrium	looks	like?	Less	clear.

 

As	an	example,	from	1954	to	1997,	Ketchikan	operated	a	pulp	mill	just	inside	Ward	Cove.	The	facts,	as	far	

as	I	can	tell	are	as	follows:	the	pulp	mill	was	a	significant	force	of 	economic	stability—wealth,	even—to	the	
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community.	It	closed	its	doors	on	March	24,	1997,	and	five	hundred	employed	mill	workers	were	displaced.

 After that, the story gets increasingly muddy. I have heard so many different versions and accounts 

that	I	cannot	say	I	can	tell	you	what	the	Truth	is—although	to	be	fair,	whether	we	can	even	state	any	kind	of 	

objective Truth when it comes to the lives of  us humans is arguably up to much debate.

 One story, passed on to me through a third generation Southeast Alaskan and told to him by his 

grandfather, blames the environmentalists,	claiming	the	$200	million	in	environmental	renovations	required	were	

prohibitive	for	the	continued	operation	of 	the	mill.	In	this	version,	the	parent	company,	The	Louisiana	Pacific	

Company, was reasonable: they were more than willing to comply with the prescribed change in regulations, but 

simply	requested	an	extension	of 	the	allowable	time	frame.	When	the	environmentalists behind the regulations 

wouldn’t budge, they had no choice but to shut down. Here, the big dogs behind the Ketchikan Pulp Company 

were victims of  unfair prohibitive regulations, which were bent on shutting down industry simply for the hell 

of 	it.	The	Tongass	Land	Use	Management	Plan,	which	significantly	decreased	access	to	the	forest	for	logging,	

was one of  the environmentalists’ prized regulatory measures. And so, it was also the environmentalists who put the 

life of  the spotted owl above the life of  their fellow humans, the same environmentalists who have never worked 

to feed their family with wages made from physical labor, who don’t know what it feels like to watch your 

livelihood disappear overnight. Among pro-pulp mill Ketchikanites, the list of  perceived wrongs run deep, and 

a	just	indignation—no,	anger—still	simmers.

 But then another story, told to me by one of  my female friends, also an Alaskan by birth, is much 

different. The Southeast Alaskan rainforest is tattooed up one of  her arms; she loves the forest bone-love: 

from	the	skunk	cabbage,	fiddlehead	ferns,	and	dogwood,	to	the	Sitka	spruce,	Western	hemlock,	and	red	cedar.	

Her own parents were among those in support of  pulp mill closure.

 In this story, the pulp mill is not the hero. In this story, the pulp mill had long been operating under 

“special	 contract	privileges,”	which	 included	 a	 long	history	of 	EPA	 standards	 violations,	 price	fixing,	 and	

driving most small, independent, local Southeast	Alaskan	mills	and	loggers	out	of 	business.	While	the	Lousiana	

Pacific	Company	may	have	brought	Ketchikan	economic	prosperity,	it	was	an	outsider	company,	without	any	

real investment in the community. When the pulp mill lost economic viability, it simply left. Here, the stories 

are same on this point: yes, some of  the decrease in value is connected to the monetary investment needed to 

meet environmental regulations, but it was also	because	the	production	of 	pulp	itself 	was	no	longer	profitable.	

With a surplus of  pulp on the market, maintaining an Alaskan pulp mill no longer made sense. The victims 
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then, were the community members themselves, played by corporate interests, left looking for someone to 

blame. Enter the environmentalists.

	 So	 is	 one	 story	more	 or	 less	 accurate?	 Some	of 	 it	 is	 perspective.	 Some	of 	 it	would	 require	more	

extensive	research—reading	environmental	reports,	industry	standards,	and	financial	documents—and	taking	

the time to objectively analyze data. But when it comes to issues of  livelihood and place, the real truth and the 

emotional truth become blurred lines.

 For some Ketchikanites, the closing of  the pulp mill marked the end of  an era of  prosperity, as they 

watched the town slip into a period of  economic decline. The local mall, once bursting with retail shops 

like	Eddie	Bauer	and	Macy’s,	is	a	virtual	graveyard	these	days—the	few	tenants	occupying	the	empty	spaces	

often don’t last more than a couple years; the most consistent presence is the local cell phone company and a 

furniture	store.	These	locals	saw	their	friends	and	family	members	lose	jobs,	struggle	to	find	new	work,	or	have	

to move away. The community, as they knew it, changed.

	 For	others,	the	pulp	mill	closing	marked	an	end	to	the	era	of 	timber	extraction	that	not	only	impacted	

the	forest,	but	the	ocean	just	beyond.	Many	salmon	fishermen	were	some	of 	those	among	the	most	ardent	

anti-pulp mill advocates, as unchecked waste from mills could pollute the oceans and streams, and ultimately 

cause the salmon population to suffer. These families determined the long-term impact of  continued timber 

extraction	would	come	at	a	detriment	to	the	entire	ecology	of 	the	region—the	short-term	benefit	would	not	

pay off  if  the forests were obliterated and the salmon runs devastated. The middle ground, in this story, was 

not possible with the forest in the hands of  an outside, corporate interest.

 Now here, the point of  interest: while entrenched in radically different perspectives, my two storytellers 

grew up together, are active members of  the community, and are dear friends. When these topics come 

up,	while	conversations	may	grow	heated,	they’re	still,	first	and	foremost,	respectful	and	supportive	of 	one	

another	as	human	beings.	Maybe	it	comes	from	the	fact	that	they’re	disconnected	from	the	lower	forty-eight—

or	“down	south”—and	have	developed	a	sense	of 	independence,	but	Alaskans	are	proud	of 	who	they	are—of 	

what we	are—and	the	multiple	treasures	of 	our	resource-rich,	wild	state.	We	may	not	all	say	it—or	show	it—in	

exactly	the	same	way,	but	this	is	the	place	we	all	love.

	 So,	what	if,	for	a	few	minutes,	we	all	laid	down	our	arms?	What	if 	we	stepped	off 	our	soap	boxes	to	meet	

somewhere	in	the	middle	of 	that	metaphorical	field?	What	if 	resource-based	economies	and	environmental	

protection	are	not	impossibly	polar?	What	if 	all	we	need	to	do	is	talk	to	each	other,	to	find	common	ground	

in community?
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After Ketchikan’s pulp mill closed down, the main driving force for the economy shifted nearly fully into the 

tourist	industry.	Along	with	being	a	fishing	town,	Ketchikan	is	the	first	or	last	stop	for	a	multitude	of 	cruise	

ships that take thousands of  passengers up through Alaska’s Inside Passage, sometimes dropping people off  

so	they	can	explore	as	far	north	as	Denali.	Starting	in	late	April	and	into	early	May,	seasonal	workers	start	to	

trickle	in,	interspersing	with	the	locals.	May	through	September	each	year,	the	population	nearly	doubles	or	

triples	in	size	on	any	given	day	with	the	influx	of 	those	passengers,	who	disembark	to	explore	both	the	city	

and the wild spaces just beyond. Quiet and sleepy in the winter, Ketchikan bursts with dynamic energy during 

the	summer	months,	with	boats	and	busses	filling	the	water	ways	and	the	streets,	and	the	reverberating	buzz	

of  all the movement and motors and voices in a cacophonous symphony. Seasonal workers and locals alike 

work hard and play	hard,	going	straight	from	overtime	working	days	to	evening	beach	fires	and	softball	games	

and beers on the deck.

 By nature of  their physical size and carrying capacity, cruise ships consume an enormous amount of  

resources,	demonstrable	in	the	fuel	consumption	alone.	On	average,	a	cruise	ship	uses	140–150	tons	of 	fuel	

per	day,	or	an	approximate	average	of 	30–50	gallons	per	mile.	Include	the	amount	of 	waste—both	human	

and	paper	products—and	all	 the	food,	 laundry,	and	shower	and	bath	water	for	the	average	passenger	 load	

of 	 three	 thousand	 traveling	 luxury,	and	 it’s	hard	 to	 reconcile	 for	 those	 in	 the environmentalist	 camp.	Also—

notably—between	two	and	five	cruise	ships	dock	in	town	nearly	every	day	of 	the	working	season,	so	these	

numbers	quickly	compound.	Here,	then,	re-enter	the	Clean	Water	and	Air	Acts.	With	the	cruise	ship	industry	

also	working	these	waters	at	such	capacity,	environmental	standards,	especially	around	expelling	waste,	become	

critical to the health of  the ocean. Think salmon. Think geoducks. Think impacts to livelihood.

	 With	this	in	mind,	the	cruise	ship	industry	admittedly	warrants	further	evaluation.	Like	many	resource-

driven economic ventures, the way in which its passengers travel is not ultimately sustainable as it currently 

stands. We could easily discuss this topic alone at length.

 And yet, there’s also something to be said for sharing Alaska’s wild beauty with visitors from out-

of-state. While certainly not eco-tourism, it is undeniable, when talking to these visitors, that Alaska’s pristine 

oceans, jagged coastlines, and breathtaking, mountainous skyline leaves many people in states best described 

with words like awe and wonder. Those who visit Alaska never forget it. For the environmentalist, perhaps, here is 

the hope: when issues of  preservation come to the table, some of  these same people may also be the people 

who have special interests, and political weight. Alaska is their place of  repose and play, and, while not tied 

directly to their livelihood, they won’t want to see it disappear, either.
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I	stand	on	this	rocky	coastline,	just	at	the	edge	of 	the	wild,	open	expanse	of 	the	Tongass	Narrows.	The	sun	

is	beginning	 to	sink	behind	 the	Minerva	Ridgeline,	and	 the	ocean	water	 is	 lapping	near	my	feet.	 I	 feel	my	

own	expansion	as	I	breathe	in	the	saltwater-rich	air,	feel	my	lungs	opening	up,	my	heart	growing	full.	Here	in	

Southeast	Alaska,	I	see	the	land	for	its	rugged	beauty,	the	peace	I	can	find	on	the	ridgelines,	the	space	for	my	

wild	heart,	but	I	also	see	it	for	the	tour	operator	and	the	fisherman	and	the	geoduck	diver	and,	yes,	even	the	

logger.

	 After	 six	 years	 in	 Ketchikan,	 I	 find	 my	 perspective,	 once	 entrenched	 in	 an	 all-or-nothing	

environmentalism,	 has	 shifted—expanded.	My	 friends	 are	 members	 of 	 a	 diverse	 community:	 fishermen,	

laborers, ecologists, botanists, oceanographers, kayakers, mountain-climbers, coastline combers, mushroom 

hunters, tour company owners. I eat the salmon caught, out of  Nichols Passage, by a local commercial 

fisherman;	 learn	 the	 names	 of 	 the	 plants	 from	 a	 deep-hearted,	wild-spirited	 botanist;	 harvest	 angel	wing	

mushrooms	in	the	woods	by	Ward	Lake	with	a	local	mushroom	expert;	watch	as	the	coastline	comber	picks	up	

the trash that washes up onto the beach of  Refuge Cove; paddle out into the Tongass Narrows and pause as 

humpback	whales	rise	to	the	surface	for	breath;	catch	a	ride	in	a	tour	guide’s	inflatable	boat,	bouncing	across	

the waves to see the seals just off  of  Annette Island. While they might not always agree, Ketchikanites’ heart-

lines are connected, not just to the land outside their back doors, but to each other.

 And this place?

 Oh, yes: it is beautiful.

 But it’s also how we live.
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An interdisiplinary spirit at heart, Rachel Esbjornson has engaged environmental issues from a variety of  angles. 
She has worked on organic farms in Washington, as a naturalist and guide in Alaska, and an environmental 
educator and citizen science volunteer coordinator in Arizona. Advocacy for the natural world through art has 
also played an important role in Rachel’s environmental work. While living in Alaska, she participated in an 
artist-in-residency	with	the	Misty	Fiords	National	Monument,	exploring	why	wilderness	areas	are	so	important,	
and	did	a	gallery	exhibit	of 	paintings	that	explore	how	there	is	just	as	much	cooperation	as	competition	in	the	
natural world. At the core of  Rachel’s work is a desire to be involved in efforts to heal broken connections 
within the natural world, our communities, and ourselves. Recently, Rachel moved back to her hometown, 
Bozeman,	MT,	where	she	is	working	as	an	outdoor	science	educator	and	massage	therapist.

Carl	 Esbjornson	 (last	 name,	 Swedish,	means	 “Son	 of 	 the	Bear	God”)	 has	 been	 a	 university	 professor	 at	
Michigan	State	University	and	Montana	State	University,	an	environmental	activist	and	wilderness	advocate,	a	
freelance writer, and best of  all, a parent and spouse, who favors protecting all endangered species, including 
the	most	endangered	of 	all—homo	sapiens.
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Johannes	Oberman	is	a	traveller,	a	collector	of 	friends,	and	a	individual	that’s	always	searching	for	the	next	
adventure. Based in New York City, he works as a freelance photographer and videographer. 

Rebekka	Esbjornson	currently	resides	in	her	hometown	of 	Bozeman,	Montana,	where	she	returned	just	over	
a	year	ago	after	ten	years	living	in	other	states.	While	her	love	for	the	Rocky	Mountains	is	down	to	her	bones,	
her main heart-line now belongs to the weeping sky, lush ferns, towering cedar, and ragged, rocky coastline of  
a strange little Southeast Alaskan island town, Ketchikan, or the place that is home. Rebekka currently runs 
a	coffee	shop	in	the	heart	of 	Bozeman’s	downtown,	but	will	soon	be	relocating	to	Boston,	Massachusetts	to	
pursue	a	Publishing	and	Writing	MA	at	Emerson	College.	She	has	put	words	to	paper	since	she	could	hold	
a pen, and has always been drawn to wild spaces. Rebekka deeply believes in the power of  community, and 
authentic human connection, in facilitating the most profound change. 
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